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PSICO BALLET MAITE LEÓN FOUNDATION
PBMLF is a non-governmental entity dedicated since 1980 to the
participation, education social integration and employment in the artistic
field both of people with functional diversity and other groups at risk of
exclusion through its own methodology registered as "Maite León Psico
Ballet Method".
Its shows have been represented in Europe, the United States and
Canada, they have been seen by more than 1,000,000 spectators.
Currently, PBMLF has two companies with shows on tour in different
formats:
FRITSCH COMPANY professional company that pursues the labor
integration of diverse artists. Its contemporary theater-dance shows rotate
in circuits, festivals and professional fairs.
PSICO BALLET COMPANY intergenerational company with dancers
from six years old onwards and with shows aimed for family audiences
and in school awareness campaigns.

PMLF is member of Plena Inclusión Madrid,, REACC, Emprendo
Danza and FECED.

COMMUNITY PROJECTS
Awareness programs in schools.
Performing arts for people +50.
Projects for groups at risk of exclusion.

Projects in hospital classrooms.
Community projects.

GRANTS
PBMLF has been awarded and recognized for its work
on numerous occasions, highlighting among its recognitions the
UNESCO Paris Prize (1984), the Reina Sofía Prize for
Integration (1987), the Granada International Music and Dance
Festival Medal (2009), the Award for Dance of the Association of
Dance Professionals of the Community of Madrid (2010) and
2016 Roosevelt Cuenca Association. Award for the Institution that
has worked on behalf of Women with Disabilities. Cermi Award
for Inclusive Cultural Action (2016) ...

MORPHO BLEU BAND

MORPHO BLEU :
THEIR BEGINING
In 2010, PBMLF begins the musical training of
students with and without diversity within the
Inclusive Art s School. .

At the beginning of 2020, PBMLF started
Passionato project, with the aim of pursuing the
professionalization of musicians with diversity.
Passionato project is supported by the D.G. of
cultural promotion of the Community of
Madrid.

From Passionato project arises Morpho Bleu.

THE BAND
Morpho Bleu is a pop-Rock music band formed by
musicians with and without diversity.
Its musical pieces arise from the creative proposals of the
group' members.
It is a professional, artistic, inclusive, intergenerational,
creative, educational and social participative project.

OBJECTIVES
Respond and generate new audiences
contemporary musical artistic creations.

interested

in

Generate inclusive, accessible, cooperative and participatory
cultural industries for all audiences within the current music
sector.

Provide job opportunities for diverse musicians
standardized circuits and general public shows.

in

Promote the participation of society in musical performances
of cultural creation and dynamization.

TEAM
Artistic director: Gabriela Martín
Tecnic director: Clemente Jiménez
Show coordinator: Clarisa García

Coordinators:

Javier López-Roberts
Marina Llamas

Teachers: Beatriz Magan
Daniel Paradinas
Sign Languaje: Pilar Muñoz
Músicians: Alexander Mathay
Ana Belén García
Beatriz Magán
Bruno Jiménez
Candela Jiménez
Daniel Barrado
Daniel Paradinas
Itziar Cobo de Guzmán,
Javier López-Roberts ,
José Manuel Casas ,
María Alcalde
Marina Llamas.

ACCESSIBILITY

Morpho Bleu band presents an accessible musical show
designed for all audiences. Each performance will be
accompanied by a sign interpreter.
This musical show can be enjoyed by all people with
intellectual diversity or physical and sensory development.

Morpho Bleu is a visible example of a quality, careful,
professional, accessible and diverse product.

IMPORTANCE OF PARTICIPATING IN
CULTURAL INTEGRATION PROJECTS
Participation is an indispensable element that makes possible the development of new
structures. It is vital for any process of change and transformation. By providing channels
for sociocultural participation, the development of certain relationships and modes of action
among people is stimulated, and enhances the development of cultural integration projects
in the community.

LINKS
Making off: Starting from Zero.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hb9D2JuP5nI

Video Clip: Starting from Zero.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8hBO9wVLw00

CONCERTS
22.10.2021 Festival Visibles. Sala Tarambana.
02.12.2021 Teatro Tomás y Valiente. Fuenlabrada.

CONTRATACIÓN
CONTRACTS
TEL: +34 91 742 23 20
espectaculos@psicoballetmaiteleon.org
http://www.psicoballetmaiteleon.org/

